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Abstract: We present a hybrid fiber/waveguide design for a 100-MHz frequency comb that is
fully self-referenced and temperature controlled with less than 5 W of electrical power. Selfreferencing is achieved by supercontinuum generation in a silicon nitride waveguide, which
requires much lower pulse energies (~200 pJ) than with highly nonlinear fiber. These lowenergy pulses are achieved with an erbium fiber oscillator/amplifier pumped by two 250-mW
passively-cooled pump diodes that consume less than 5 W of electrical power. The
temperature tuning of the oscillator, necessary to stabilize the repetition rate in the presence
of environmental temperature changes, is achieved by resistive heating of a section of goldpalladium-coated fiber within the laser cavity. By heating only the small thermal mass of the
fiber, the repetition rate is tuned over 4.2 kHz (corresponding to an effective temperature
change of 4.2 °C) with a fast time constant of 0.5 s, at a low power consumption of 0.077
W/°C, compared to 2.5 W/°C in the conventional 200-MHz comb design.
1. Introduction
There exists an increasing need to operate femtosecond frequency combs outside the
laboratory [1,2]. Applications such as comb spectroscopy [3,4], femtosecond timing
dissemination [5], low-noise microwave generation [6,7], and portable optical clocks [8,9] all
require practical, fieldable frequency combs. While chip-scale combs may one day be a
practical alternative [10], the current solution for fieldable combs remains fiber frequency
combs with polarization-maintaining (PM) erbium (Er) fiber [11–14]. Self-referenced fiber
frequency combs have already been demonstrated in moving vehicles [15], sounding rockets
[16], industrial environments [17] and remote field sites [18]. As these combs become more
robust and immune to environment perturbations, the principle challenge of fielding a comb
shifts to the total electrical power consumption and the heat dissipation associated with their
operation. Such issues might go unnoticed in the laboratory, but they constitute serious limits
in the field. A typical fully self-referenced frequency comb will require two to four highpowered pump diodes for the erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) to produce the highenergy pulses traditionally needed for self-broadening. Additionally, careful temperature
control of the oscillator is required to stabilize the comb repetition rate (frep) otherwise the
thermal refractive coefficient of fiber (~10−5/°C) would overrun all other cavity length
modulations. Overall, it is not uncommon for a typical Er fiber comb to draw > 40 W of
electrical power. This power draw is particularly cumbersome in space, where electrical
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power is both expensive and limited [16,19]. As a point of reference, a CubeSat may have
only 30 W of electrical power to distribute between all systems.
For the comb design demonstrated in Ref. [15], which is typical of many fiber systems,
the power draw is equally divided between temperature control of frep and generation of the
carrier-envelope offset (fCEO) signal for self-referencing. For fCEO generation, the
aforementioned 200-MHz comb requires almost 2 W of pump power corresponding to almost
20 W of conditioned, DC electrical power. Temperature control is often applied to a large
enclosure when only the oscillator fiber at the heart of the comb needs to be controlled. Here,
we demonstrate two solutions to reduce the power consumption of a frequency comb by
almost a factor of 10. First, by performing spectral broadening in silicon nitride (Si3N4,
henceforth SiN) waveguides [20–22], we can greatly reduce the optical power required for
self-broadening by a factor of 5. At the same time, we have redesigned the waveguide to
allow efficient spectral broadening with 200-fs pulses as opposed to <80-fs pulses used in
Ref. [22]. There are two important consequences of this redesign. First, <80-fs pulses from a
fiber system are typically generated via nonlinear amplification in a high-gain, normaldispersion fiber amplifier [23]. (For instance, in Ref. [22], pulses are amplified to >2 nJ
before being attenuated to ~100 pJ). Broadening with 200-fs pulses greatly increases the
design space available for the combs, allowing for low power linear amplifiers and truly low
power operation. Secondly, the use of low gain fiber amplifiers means one can practically use
low power, passively-cooled pump diodes for these amplifiers. Since active cooling can
consume up to two-thirds of power draw of a pump diode, it further magnifies the energy
savings from the SiN approach. As an additional point of interest, low power fiber amplifiers
can be constructed from lightly doped erbium fiber, which can be made more compatible with
a radiation environment in space.
The second principle source of energy consumption in a frequency comb is temperature
control of the oscillator, which is necessary for any frequency stabilized comb. This
temperature control is typically achieved by controlling the oscillator enclosure with heaters
or thermoelectric coolers, often consuming several Watts of power. Typically, one will limit
this power draw by compressing the size of the oscillator package to reduce the thermal mass
to be controlled. Here, we take this idea to the logical extreme and use metalized fiber — as
first employed in the telecom industry [24–26] — to resistively heat and control only the very
small thermal mass of the optical fiber in the oscillator. By direct resistive heating of intracavity gold-palladium-coated fiber, which we refer to as a “fiber resistive modulator,” we
demonstrate a simple and low-power temperature tuning solution consuming ~77 mW/°C.
Together these two techniques allow for a 5–10× reduction in power consumption and
bring the total consumption of the comb system below 5 W. At this power, a host of new
applications should be possible including battery powered operation.
2. f-to-2f self-referencing at low power
The low power comb design developed here is shown in Fig. 1(a). The oscillator is based on
the Er-doped fiber design, presented in Ref. [11], but is modified to operate at an frep of
100 MHz. The cavity consists of all anomalous dispersion, PM fiber with semiconductor
saturable absorbing mirror (SESAM) based modelocking. Output coupling is generated with a
dielectric coated FC/PC connector with 15% transmission. The oscillator outputs a modest
11-nm spectral bandwidth centered at 1562.6 nm, 200-fs pulse train, and an average power of
2 mW. Amplification to 34 mW is performed in a 45-cm segment of Er doped fiber, which
provides ~12 dB gain and roughly maintains the pulse characteristics (bandwidth of 12.5 nm,
and 170-fs pulses at the output). This modest output power and pulse width are achieved by
pumping the oscillator and amplifier with efficient, passively-cooled 250-mW pump diodes at
980 nm. Each of these diodes is designed to consume 2.5 W of electrical power.
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Fig. 1.
1 (a) Layout of the
t low power co
omb. EDF: erbium
m-doped fiber, OC
C: output coupler,,
WDM
M: wavelength division multiplexer, ISO: isolator, PP
PKTP: periodicallyy-poled potassium
m
titanyl phosphate, SiN: silicon nitride, NC
C: not connected. Note that this osccillator is pumpedd
gh the end mirror (which is transparrent at 980 nm) us ing the passively-cooled laser diodee
throug
at 980
0 nm. The intraccavity WDM only
y serves to dumpp extra pump ligght, protecting thee
SESA
AM and limiting baack reflection into
o the pump. After tthe amplifier, a cooupler directs 90%
%
of thee output to the SiN
N waveguide for broadening and 10%
% to a PPKTP cryystal for doubling.
(b) 30
0-dB fCEO signal reecorded with 22 mW
m of light incideent on the SiN waaveguide (300-kHzz
resolu
ution bandwidth). (c)
( Spectra of the comb
c
at the outputt of the oscillator ((red), at the outputt
of thee amplifier (black)). (d) Spectra at the
t output of the SiN waveguide too beat against thee
doubled light from PPK
KTP.

Spectral broadening
b
is achieved via supercontinuuum generation in an SiN w
waveguide
fabricated by Ligentec [27] using the “Pho
otonic Damasccene” process [[28,29]. The w
waveguide
m, the width is
i 2100 nm, annd the total lenngth is 21.05 mm. The
thickness (heiight) is 750 nm
waveguide is fully clad witth silicon diox
xide (SiO2). Innverse tapers oon the input annd output
facets enlargee the mode and
d provide betteer coupling, w
which is estimaated at −2 dB pper facet.
The waveguid
de provides an
nomalous dispeersion at the 1 560-nm oscillaator wavelengtth, which
leads to supeercontinuum geeneration via the soliton fisssion process [30]. Such waaveguides
have been sho
own to provide octave-spann
ning spectra w
with as little as 100-pJ pulsess incident
on the wavegu
uide facet [20–
–22]. Here, wee require ~200--pJ pulses due to the somewhhat longer
pulse duration
n. However, it is likely that a longer and diispersion optim
mized waveguiide would
allow for broaadening with as little as 100 pJ
p given our ~2200-fs pulse w
width.
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Fig. 2.
2 (a) SiN chip useed in this experimeent. (b) Calculatedd dispersion profille for the 2100-nm
m
waveg
guide. (c) recorded
d spectrum vs incid
dent power. The ddotted line denotes 786 nm.

With 23 mW
m of comb light incident on the wavegguide, we outpput roughly 1556 μW of
power within
n the “dispersiv
ve wave” centtered at ~760 nm (>1% of the total output) while
depositing rellatively little op
ptical power in
n other, unusedd, spectral bannds, as seen in F
Fig. 1(d).
The dispersiv
ve wave is stable for a large range
r
of input ppowers and itss center waveleength can
be tuned by optimizing ph
hysical parameeters of the S
SiN waveguidee. The f-to-2f signal is
om the amplifi
fier in a perioddically-poled ppotassium
generated by doubling 1572-nm light fro
hate (PPKTP) waveguide,
w
com
mbining it withh the superconntinuum light inn a single
titanyl phosph
mode fiber an
nd detecting on
o a silicon av
valanche photoodiode. When pumped withh 2.5-mW
pulses, centerred at 1560 nm
m, the PPKTP
P generates 12 μW of light iin a 6-nm bannd which,
when mixed with ≈2.7 μW
W of supercontiinuum light inn the same bannd yields an fCCEO signal
0-kHz bandwiddth [Fig. 1(b)]. It is worth nooting that
with a 30-dB signal-to-noise ratio in a 300
wers used heree are low, therre is still furthher room for ooptimization. A
As can be
while the pow
seen in Fig. 2(c),
2
the SiN waveguide
w
spectra is peaked aat wavelengthss shorter than 7786 nm, a
future wavegu
uide with sligh
htly higher zero
o dispersion crrossing or a PP
PKTP waveguiide phase
matched for 760
7 nm would further
f
improv
ve the system e fficiency.
In our currrent configuraation, the entiree power draw oof the pump ddiodes—includiing diode
drivers — is 4.6 W, well below
b
the pow
wer draw of ccommon batterry-powered deevices (an
me between 20
0 and 100 W). Indeed, we suuccessfully pow
wered the
operating lapttop will consum
comb off a haandheld USB charger
c
for morre than an hour
ur while fully seelf-referenced.. Figure 3
shows the co
ounted frep, an
nd fCEO during
g this durationn. (The photoodetectors andd locking
electronics weere powered seeparately).
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Fig. 3.
3 Counted frep, an
nd fCEO while the frequency
f
comb w
was locked and poowered by a USB
B
chargeer. Counter gate tiime was 100 ms. The standard devviations calculatedd for the first 10000
pointss are 12.7 mHz forr frep and 4.7 Hz forr fCEO.

Space app
plications have an obvious neeed for low poower combs. O
Our design provvides that
low-power allternative and presents somee additional addvantages from
m a radiation hardness
perspective. While
W
standard
d PM fibers are available in a radiation-harddened variety, rradiationhardened high
hly-doped Er PM
P fibers are more
m
difficult tto obtain. Heree, the lower peak-power
required for self-broadening
s
g relaxes the gain
g
and dispeersion requirem
ments for the Er-doped
fiber and mak
kes this design
n more compaatible with thee available raddiation-hardeneed fibers.
Secondly, rep
placing traditio
onal highly-no
onlinear fiber w
with the SiN w
waveguide is attractive
since the prop
perties of nonliinear fiber wheen subjected too radiation aree unknown wheereas SiN
has been exp
ploited as a rad
diation harden
ned material foor decades in electronics [311,32] and
recent work has
h shown that this robustnesss extends to itss optical properrties as well [33].
3. Fiber resiistive modulator
To demonstrrate low-poweer temperaturee stabilizationn and tuning of the oscilllator, we
incorporated a 13.9-cm-long fiber coated
d with an alloyy of Gold-Pallaadium (AuPd, 47% Au
y. Electrical cu
urrent travelinng through thiss coating moduulated the
and 53% Pd) into the cavity
y direct resistiv
ve heating of tthe fiber. To ap
apply the AuPdd coating,
cavity length (hence frep) by
ber was strippeed off so that th
the metal layerr adhered direcctly to the
the buffer coaating on the fib
125-μm diameter fiber cladd
ding. Here, wee applied the cooating to the Err-doped fiber pportion of
ut the AuPd co
oating could eq
qually well bee applied to thhe intra-cavity PM1550
the cavity bu
fiber of any length. For coaating, the fiber was wound inn a spiral patteern and mounteed on the
surface of a silicon wafer, such that the fiber did not cross over itsself at any poiint. After
ygen plasma asshing to removve any organicc residues
mounting, thee fiber was cleeaned with oxy
on the surfacee. We then utillized electron-b
beam evaporattion to deposit 10 nm of titannium (Ti)
followed by 100
1 nm of the AuPd
A
alloy on the exposed suurface of the fi
fiber, effectivelly coating
roughly half of
o its surface area.
a
The initiall Ti layer imprroved the adheesion of the AuuPd layer.
We selected AuPd
A
instead of Au because of the formeer’s higher ressistivity, whichh ensures
heating of thee fiber with less ohmic loss in the connectting leads. Thee total resistannce of the
13.9-cm coateed fiber was 2.9
9 kΩ.
To demon
nstrate the fiber resistive mod
dulation of frep, we made an electrical connnection to
each end of the
t AuPd coatiing with an eleectrically-condducting epoxy.. A voltage off 1 V was
then applied across
a
the conn
nections and in
ncreased in stepps of 1 V whilee monitoring thhe current
draw and frep. Figure 4 show
ws the measureed frep as a funnction of the ellectrical input power to
0-V limit of ou
ur supply, 3222 mW of poweer was consumeed by the
the AuPd coaating. At the 30
resistive heatter while yield
ding a 4.2-kH
Hz shift in frepp. Higher modulation depthhs would
certainly be possible
p
with higher
h
voltage or a lower ressistance modullator. Since thee thermal
refractive coeefficient of fiiber is ~10−5/°°C, the 4.2-kH
Hz shift correesponds to ann average
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oscillator tem
mperature chang
ge of ΔT ≈4.2 °C. Of course,, the resistive hheating takes pplace only
in a 13.9-cm coated section
n of the cavity
y, which has a much higher temperature cchange of
9 cm/13.9 cm = 30.8 °C (wheere cavity lengtth = 101.9 cm)).
4.2°C × 101.9

Fig. 4.
4 Fiber resistive modulator
m
design and results. (a) O
Oscillator design: in this case, onlyy
13.9 cm
c of the ≈1 m oscillator
o
is coated
d. (b) Repetition rrate (left axis) annd cavity-averagedd
tempeerature (right axis)) versus input eleectrical power. Bluue line is a linearr fit giving an frepp
tuning
g constant of 77 mW/kHz.
m
EDF: Erbium-doped
E
fibeer, frep: repetition rate, fCEO: carrierr
envelo
ope offset frequency.

To measurre the responsee time constantts (τ) of the fibber resistive modulator, we aapplied an
electrical squ
uare-wave mod
dulation at 6 V while monitooring the repeetition rate. A fit to the
rising and fallling edges of the response curves with exxponentials yieelds time-consstants τrise
and τfall of 0.5
57 s and 0.47 s, respectively
y, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Thee inset of Fig. 5(a) also
shows the ressponse of fCEO. To find the co
omplete responnse transfer funnction (Bode pplots), we
averaged 500
0 such traces (to
( reduce thee noise), separrated the averaaged rising annd falling
edges, paddeed and apodizzed each, and then Fourier transformed the result to find the
magnitude an
nd phase of thee transfer functtion, as shownn in Fig. 5(b). T
These give a 445° phase
shift at 0.4 Hzz.
We can also calculate th
he fixed point for
fo the fiber ressistive modulattor based on thhe method
described in Ref.
R [34]. using
g the data in Fig.
F 5(a) and innset. The fixedd point, ffix, is ccalculated
as

ffix =

ddf CEO
f rep − fCEEO ,
df rep

(1)

which yields 4.5
4 THz, similaar to most fibeer stretchers as would be expeected.
The princciple advantagee of the fiber resistive moddulator approacch is that it aallows for
compensation
n of ambient teemperature swiings with moddest power connsumption, but there are
also comb dessign advantagees provided by the speed of thhis approach. T
Typically, caviity length
modulation in
n a fiber oscillaator is delegateed to several m
modulators. Fasst modulation, >1 Hz, is
often handled
d by a fast sm
mall throw PZT
T or EOM [355,36]. Slow moodulation to ccounteract
temperature drift
d
is handled
d by temperatu
ure feedback oor translating optics typicallly having
several secon
nds to minute response timees. Often an aadditional, largge dynamic raange PZT
modulator, is required to bridge
b
the gap
p in timescaless between fastt and slow moodulators.
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Direct resistiv
ve heating of the
t fiber offerss sufficient speeed and dynam
mic range to potentially
replace both slow
s
and interm
mediate range modulators whhile requiring nno free space aalignment
or bulky assocciated optics, th
hus reducing system
s
complexxity, size, and weight.

Fig. 5.
5 Response time constants and Bo
ode plots. (a) Thhe response of frepp (green) and fCEOO
(show
wn in the inset in
n purple) to a squ
uare wave voltagee modulation. Thhe exponential fitss
(transp
parent red and violet lines) extraccted the time connstants (τ) of the frep response. (b))
Transfer function (Bodee plots) for rising (red)
(
and falling (bblue) edges.

4. Discussio
on
Here, we dem
monstrate a no
ovel low-poweer frequency ccomb design thhat greatly redduces the
power requireements of a fullly self-referen
nced comb. Tabble 1 shows a ccomparison off a typical
comb from Ref.
R [15] and tw
wo power optim
mized 100-MH
Hz versions — one includingg only the
fiber resistivee modulator deesign and a seecond that is fu
fully optimizedd with passively-cooled
pumps for osccillator and am
mplifier, and SiN
N waveguides for self-broadeening. The statted power
consumptionss include the en
ntire comb systtem excluding the power connsumption from
m locking
electronics. The
T power co
onsumption haas been furtheer reduced byy use of an ooptimallydesigned PPK
KTP doubling waveguide in the f-to-2f sellf-referencing scheme. Thesee devices
have been deesigned for opttimal quasi-ph
hase matching at a specific ttemperature annd have a
weak, ~10 °C
C/nm, temperatture-tuning resp
ponse at these wavelengths. For environm
ments with
known tempeerature that drift
d
less than
n 10 °C, acttive temperatuure control shhould be
unnecessary.
ot chip scale, fully
f
self-refereenced hybrid ffiber/waveguidde frequency coombs can
Though no
be made com
mpact and low power. Whilee direct electriically-pumpedd combs couldd one day
improve on th
hese power con
nsumption levels, the size annd power draw
w shown here iis already
quite low. Att these levels, the
t size and power consumpption of any laarger system em
mploying
the comb willl likely be limitted by the surro
ounding electrronics and not tthe comb itselff.
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Table 1. Comparison of electrical power consumption between a conventional 200-MHz
comb design (left column), and two optimized 100-MHz designs, first only with fiber
resistive modulator (middle) and second fully optimized using passively-cooled pumps
(right). It should be noted that the fully optimized design assumes the use of a fiber
resistive modulator for temperature tuning. All the values are based on actual
measurements. The temperature tuning values are based on a 3 °C offset from ambient
temperature. Measured power draw for the pump diodes includes the diode controllers
(Wavelength Electronics LDTC1040 and LDTC2E for the oscillator and amplifier pump
respectively and two LDTC1024’s for the passively-cooled pumps [27]). The power
consumption of the locking electronics including the PZTs has not been included here,
although for the PZT the consumption is negligibly low (< 5 mW)

Parameter

Temperature tuning of frep
Oscillator pump
Amplifier pumps
Doubling waveguide TEC
TOTAL

Conventional
200-MHz
comb
(HNLF +
PPLN)

100-MHz
comb + fiber
resistive
modulator +
HNLF +
PPKTP

7.5 W
4.4 W
20 W
~1 W [11]
33 W

0.23 W
4.4 W
10 W
0W
14.6 W

100-MHz
comb +
passivelycooled
pumps + SiN
waveguide +
PPKTP
0.23 W
1.85 W
2.75 W
0W
4.8 W
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